Hello! This is my bedroom. There is a big brown desk and two chairs.
There are two cupboards with my toys and my bed.
The small cupboard is green and the big cupboard is red.
There are two blue pens and a black pencil under the desk.
There is a computer on the desk.
There is a book on the computer and there are three books in the big cupboard.
There is a yellow car under the bed. There is a train on the small cupboard.
The train is orange. And there is a doll next to the train.
There is a big blue ball in the big cupboard and three small balls on the bed.
There is a purple aeroplane in the big cupboard and a playstation in the small cupboard.
2. Look at the picture in ex. 1 and answer the questions.

Podívej se na obrázek u cv. 1 a odpověz na otázky.

1. Is the desk small or big? **big** (The desk is big.)
2. How many cupboards are there in the picture? **two** (There are two cupboards)
3. What colour is the small cupboard? **green** (The small cupboard is green)
4. What's on the desk? **a computer**
5. Where's the yellow car? **under the bed**
6. What is orange? **the train**
7. What's next to the train? **a doll**
8. Is the aeroplane pink? **No, it isn't.**

How many? **Kolik?**

3. Look and complete: "the same" or "different". Divej se a dopln: "the same" nebo "different".

- the same
- different
- different
- the same
- different
- the same

**My miniportfolio**

- **Co už umím**
  - Rozumím slovíčkům "the same" a "different".
  - Umím říct, kde něco je, pomocí "there is" a "there are".